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BRIEFLY
Inside
The Weekend for Democrats:

The Ohio College Democrats Convention hosted
several noteworthy
speakers this weekend, including Attorney General
Lee Fisher.
*■ See page 4
Conflict at City Council:

Students arrested for disorderly conduct this weekend, including council-atlarge candidate Alex Teodosio and BG News city editor John Kohlstrand, discuss their frustrations with
BG Police at the council
meeting.
►• See page 6
A Long-A waited Victory:

Men's tennis team beats
Miami for first time since
1967.
► See page 7

Campus
Scholarships awarded:

Four University students
are the 1991 recipients of
Frazier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowships.
Erin Crowe, junior international business major,
Elizabeth Helyer, junior
interpersonal and public
communication and philosophy major, Jill Novak, junior journalism major, and
Kelly Warner, junior political science/pre-law major,
will each receive $1,500 in
scholarship money.
The prestigious scholarships were established in •
memory of Frazier Reams
Sr.. a Toledo attorney,
broadcasting executive, civic leader and U.S. congressperson.

The BG News
University may decrease Union threatens
faculty health care funds national strike of
by Jeremy Stone Weber
staff writer

Costs in faculty health care will
increase by $1.3 million next
year, and faculty members likely
will be picking up the tab.
University administrators have
estimated the University will
have about the same amount of
income for 1991-92 as they do this
Cear, so rising costs, such as
ealth care, will have to be kept
in check to prevent other budget
cuts.
Lester Barber, executive assistant to the University president,
said a decision should be made
soon on specifying faculty's share
of the expected $1.3 million increase in costs for next year.
This comes despite some concerns that little preparation time
has been given to faculty members.
"We hope to have a decision before the faculty leaves for the
summer, but the negative result
is that there will be little preparation time," he said. "The increase for next year, we feel, has
got to be charged back to the user
group."

The issue also came up at the
Xil 2 Faculty Senate meeting,
istopher Dalton, vice president of Planning and Budgeting,
presented a memo from himself
and Vice President of Operations
Robert Martin warning faculty
about potential increases in faculty cost.
We realize that being asked to
increase your contributions to the
funding of your health care plan
is not pleasant," the memo read.
"We hope, though, that you can
understand the impossibility of
having to reduce the budgets for
our other continuing operations
by an additional $1.3 million in
order to fund the projected increase in health care benefit
costs for 1991-92."
Some faculty members stated
concerns about the additional
costs and lack of forewarning.
Scott Fruchter, a representative from Costeffex, the consulting firm hired by the University
to study the health care plan, did
not live up to the University's expectations, and will have a lesser
role in the firm's dealings with
the University, Barber said.
"The representative of the
company did not handle the meet-

ings well and he will not continue
in discussions with University
representatives," he said. The
firm was given two assignments:
conduct a long-range study of the
health care plan and suggest
ways to keep costs low immediately.

freight railroads

University President Paul Olscamp has scheduled a convocation open to all faculty, staff and
students to discuss health care
costs, as well as the University's
overall budget outlook.
"The issue of health care will
probably absorb a lot of the time
at the meeting," Barber said.
The meeting is planned for
April 22, from 3 to 5 p.m. in the
University Union Grand Ballroom.
"I feel it is important to keep
you appraised of the situation, as
well as to seek input from you on
ways that we might address the
potential | budget [crisis." Olscamp wrote in a memo to faculty
and staff. "This discussion...is an
opportunity for you to ask questions, and to provide comments
or suggestions for increasing the
efficiency and effectiveness of
University operations."

WASHINGTON (AP) President Bush tried to budge
deadlocked freight railroads
and their unions Monday,
saying a nationwide strike
threatened for midnight
Tuesday could severely disrupt the economy. But no
progress was reported at the
bargaining table.
Also Monday, as part of the
Bush administration's efforts
to head off a strike, Transportation Secretary Samuel
Skinner met with union
leaders to discuss the threeyear-old dispute over wages,
health care and work rules.
Meanwhile, negotiations
wore on toward a midnight
Tuesday deadline, when a
federally imposed "cooling
off" period expires and the
nation's 235,000 freight line
workers are free to follow

by Greg Watson
staff writer

Information concerning
the graduation ceremonies
on May 11 has been sent to
on-campus mailboxes.
Candidates not planning
to attend the ceremonies
must complete the enclosed
Index Card and return it to
the Office of Registration
and Records by April 19 in
order to receive a diploma
cover.
BG acquires scholar:

=rof
the I/O psychology program and department
chairperson at the University of Houston. He is Bowling
Green's third Ohio Eminent
Scholar.
Hakel will join the University staff in August.
The Ohio Eminent Scholar program was created by
the Ohio Board of Regents
and funded by the legislature to attract world-class
scholars to the state's universities.

Weather

Sunny and mild:

Tuesday, mostly sunny.
The high 60 to 65. West
winds 10 to 15 mph. Tuesday
night, partly cloudy. The
low in the mid-40s. Wednesday, mostly sunny with the
high 60 to 65.
compiled from local and
them wire reports

through on their promise to
strike.
Bargainers "are all at the
table with one eye on the
clock." said George Whaley.
a spokesperson for the Association of American Railroads, which represents the
nation's big freight carriers
such as Burlington Northern,
Conrail and Norfolk Southern.
Though the strike would involve only freight crews and
freight yard workers, passenger travel on Amtrak and
commuter lines could also be
disrupted because most of
those trains run on freightowned tracks.
Wages are a key stumbling
block, and the two sides don't
even agree on what figures to
use *hen discussing the issue. Management contends
rail workers receive an average total compeasation package worth about $56,000 a
year.

EPA fights to keep
clean water supply

Spring graduates...

Prof. Milton D. Hakel has
been named the Ohio Eminent Scholar in industrial/orga
nizational
psycholoB'at the
niversityHakel is

by Karen Ball
Associated Press Labor Wrupr

■O N«wi/Jay Murdock

Tree Debris
University maintenance workers Matt Minnlck (left) and Brian Meyers (right) work to clean up a winddowned tree branch near McFall Center Monday afternoon. The wind averaged 25-30 mph Monday,
with gusts reaching as high as 60 mph.

With a dwindling worldwide
drinking water supply, the federal government has passed legislation in the last 10 years to try
to keep water quality high by
taking needed precautions.
The Environmental Protection
Agency is one of the government
agencies that is trying to improve
the nation's water quality.
The Clean Water Act of 1972
was the first act by the EPA dealing with national water pollution,
said Kathy Reigle-Fleck, spokesperson for the Ohio EPA.
While the 1972 act dealt mainly
with water pollution, ReigleFleck said, there are now EPA
laws for drinking water, the quality of water (clean water for
aquatic organisms) and ground
water.
Reigle-Fleck said the federal
branch of the EPA creates the
law, then lets the state branches
enact and expand on the laws.
"While the drinking-water laws
are governed by state drinkingwater acts, the federal government makes the laws, and the
state laws should be at least as
stringent," she said.
The last amendment to the
Clean Water Act was in 1986 and
set maximum levels for toxic
chemicals, monitored the levels
of other contaminants and gave
the agency more power to enforce
regulations, she said.
The Ohio EPA is responsible
for monitoring public water sup-
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Elies in the state and for dejrmining the level of toxins that
are safe for consumption, ReigleFleck said.
Public water supplies are those
used by 25 or more people, or
used in campsites, roadside rest
stops, or companies with their
own water supply, she said.
Well water is monitored by the
Health Department, Reigle-Fleck
added.
While national legislation has
helped make drinking water
safer in the United States, Gary
Silverman, director of environmental health, said other nations
are not so lucky.
There is plenty of water on the
planet, Silverman said, but there
is not plenty of quality drinking
See WATER, page 4.

Senate/Olscamp conflict reflects past
by Jeremy Stone Weber
staff writer

A good deal of the faculty is in
uproar over the University president, who they have deemed dictatorial. Some of the protests
ha ve been put in writing.
The president, however, has
the sohd support of the Board of
Trustees, who agree with his
goals and actions.
The rift is tearing the University apart.
It may sound vaguely familiar
to the current situation, but in
this case, the year is 1961, the
Eir former University President
lph McDonald resigned amid a
great deal of controversy. The
events surrounding the resignation were the main impetus for
the formation of Faculty Senate.
The story has never been told
completely, and even 30 years
later, the emotions run hot.
The controversy began when
McDonald decided not to re-hire a
philosophy professor the year before the teacher would have been
considered for tenure.

Faculty members, concerned
about the president and what they
considered an increasingly heavy-handed style by the president,
began circulating petitions calling for McDonald's resignation.
Virginia Platt is the widow of
Grover Platt, the senate's first
chairperson. She was a faculty
member in 1961, and said
McDonald did not give enough
Ejwer to the faculty, as the earest European universities did.
"We had a very dictatorial
president and extremely difficult
circumstances," she said. "He
was a very able man and very
dedicated, but he didn't know
anything about the history of universities."
Platt said McDonald began to
seize increasing control over the
University as his presidency
wore on.
"McDonald had a really great
commitment to the University,
but he was unable to see he
couldn't do it by himself," she
said.
In addition to the tenure issue,
some people were concerned
about McDonald's treatment of
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The Story Behind
Faculty Senate's Actions
students, curfews and other policies were strict and strictly enforced, and Platt said McDonald
would fire BG News editors if
the paper printed unflattering
articles about him.
"There were perks with going
along with what the president
wanted," she said.
Stuart Givens has been an onand-off member of the senate for
22 years, and was also a faculty
member in 1961. He said the petitions faculty started "clearly"
had an impact on McDonald's decision to resign.

"... he felt the welfare of the
University and his ability had
gotten to the point where it was
the best thing to do," Givens said.
"The situation wouldn't have gotten any better."
McDonald finally resigned on
June 24,1961. In a letter published
in 77ie News, he expressed disappointment, but did not blame
faculty for his decision.
"...recent events have been
taking on an increasing toll upon
my life and family," he wrote. "I
am confident that many of the
faculty members responsible for
these events were acting in good
faith and had no intention to do
such serious damage either to the
University or to us personally."
McDonald's presidency did
yield many achievements. Enrollment and the campus both increased dramatically, faculty
salaries were increased to the
highest level in Ohio, and the percentage of faculty members with
Ph.Ds increased from 28 to 60
percent.
But it was his resignation which
opened the way for Faculty Sen-

The faculty did have representation at the time, though not
to the degree Faculty Senate provides. The Faculty Council was
an arm of the University Council,
a group which could only be convened by the University president.
Tired of being at the discretion
of the president, Platt and about
10 other faculty members wrote
the Faculty Charter, which
created the current senate structure.
The circumstances surrounding McDonald's resignation do
bear some resemblance to today.
University President Paul Olscamp does have solid support
from the Board of Trustees — his
contract was recently extended
until 1994. Additionally, some
faculty members are not happy
with Olscamp. The January evaluation — in which about half the
faculty participated — gave Olscamp a "below average" score
on most areas surrounding his
personality and performance.
See SENATE, page6.

BG should stop
Styrofoam use
Last spring, Food Operations jumped on the environmental bandwagon by implementing a paper
recycling plan and switched to glass drinking glasses.
These were additions to their already successful aluminum can recycling.
While these programs help reduce the amount of solid waste in the environment, Food Operations continues to use Styrofoam at their salad bars and for all of
their carry-outs.
According to Food Operations Director Jane
Schimpf, next year all Styrofoam salad bowls will be
replaced with glass.
This is a positive step, but what about Styrofoam togo trays that Food Operations still plans on using in all
residence halls and the Union next year?
Styrofoam should be eliminated for many reasons.
First, it contains chlorofluorocarbons, which contribute to the greenhouse effect. In addition, Styrofoam
does not decompose sufficently and can be present in
the environment for years after it has been discarded.
Food Operations now has no plans to eliminate all
Styrofoam, as Schimpf says it is easier to recycle than
paper. Styrofoam can be shredded and made into other
products, such as flower pots and building materials,
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while the recycling of paper involves many steps and
the use of chemicals.
However, paper can be recycled up to five times,
while Styrofoam can only be recycled once — which
means it will eventually end up in a landfill. Recycling
styrofoam only wards off the material from entering a
landfill for a few years.
Also even though jtryofoam can be recycled, every
time it's ground down, CFCs are released into the atmosphere.
To prevent this, Food Operations should discontinue
use of Styrofoam and switch to paper carry-out trays.
Burger King and McDonald's already have — why
notBG?

Justice blinded
by rich, famous
A crook is a crook is a crook. Right?
Two sentences were handed down last week
that further indicate that justice is becoming blind.
In the first case, one of the worst offenders in the
Savings and Loan debacle, Donald Ray Dixon, got off
OM

GROUNDVIMI C WENCES....

with a slap on the wrist. Dixon, who was responsible for
a $1.3 billion loss of investors' money, was sentenced to
three consecutive five-year prison terms. The punch
line is that Dixon will be eligible for parole in 1992 — a
sentence that amounts to one year and nine months.
In the second case, Donnie Wahlberg of the bubblegum pop group New Kids On The Block, was charged
with arson for allegedly setting a fire in a Louisville,
Ky. hotel. Armed with high-powered lawyers, Wahlberg pleaded guilty to reduced charges of criminal
mischief. His sentence included making anti-drug and
arson videos. Something Wahlberg does with his group
anyway.
It seems that if you are rich and famous, the hands of
Justice are softer than if you are poor and unknown,
iiven the fact that our justice system is indeed overwhelmed with a glut of such cases, one wonders why
judges do not come up with more creative sentences.
In the case of Wahlberg, for instance, perhaps serving his sentence as an orderly in a hospital burn unit
might be a more appropriate sentence. And in the case
of Dixon, perhaps an order of restitution might make
him think twice about cavorting with other people's
hard-earned money.
The reason our prison system is glutted is because
criminals sit in cells, wasting tax dollars and wasting
time.
Perhaps it is time that punishment fit the crimes. Or
else Wahlberg and Dixon will serve their petty sentences and later laugh about how they conned the system
once again.
Justice demands more.

'Martyr for Council' slogan
just may work for Teodosio
posedly call for the heat everytime two or more college students
visit Alex with a wild look in their
eyes.

need for that. Police officers handed Teo a little blue slip of victory
if he chooses to exploit his disorderly conduct citation as such.
Silly to think no one has disThe police, while responding to covered the great get-arresteda routine loud party call, seized for-instant-votes strategy before
the opportunity to flex a little au- this.
thority muscle before the traditional East Merry Madness
In fact, don't be surprised to
(which refuses to die) strikes in find Republican Scott Ziance or
two weekends.
Independent Amy Hamm (both
And while everybody is taking students also seeking council
full political advantage of the sit- seats in the November election)
disorderly conducting themselves all over East Merry in
search of votes.
Of course, police have been
working since September to design a fool-proof East Merry deAs BG News city editor Big
fense that will forever squash the
John Kohlstrand was being cuf- by
perennial headache. One officer
fed and stuffed outside Teo's
at Teodosio's told his roommate,
house, the candidate paced the Wynne
"Son, there's not going to be an
street between two blinking Everett
East Merry this year."
cruiser lights, waving his arms
But the Battle of East Merry
wildly, preaching the price of
(which, by the way Chief Ash, is
student apathy.
uation, what should good ol' Alex still being planned Saddam Hus"If you don t vote, ask yourself do?
sein-style despite innumerable
why," he questioned the group
Alex should ask student voters warnings from the city) will take
eathered on his lawn as officers in this city how tired they have place another day on another
anded tickets to him, his room- grown of a police division popu- battlefield. Alex's victory doesn't
mates and his guests.
lated with officers who apparent- have to hinge on the success of
Too bad Democrats aren't big- ly have no respect for students.
the madness, which is sure to end
time amateur camcorder buffs.
Then he should ask the voters to with record numbers of students
Okay, so Alex Teodosio is no ask Tom Anderson (his non- in jail.
Rodney King, but let's take a look student opponent in the May 7
Will East Merry Madness
at the political value of this cir- primary) the last time he knew "happen" as scheduled April 26?
cus.
what it was like to have police Of course it will. The temptation
"Alex Teodosio: Martyr for storm his door, chase away his to run headlong into disaster is
council." Has a nice ring, don't guests and haul his friends away too, too much for 18-21-year-old
you think?
people to resist.
in handcuffs.
Apparently Alex and his rooWill Alex lose the Democratic
This is Alex Teodosio's freshest
mies, who live in a predominantly new insight.
Klmary next month? He doesn't
Eerma-resident neighborhood,
veto.
As recently as the night of the
ave been feuding with their very party in question, even TeoWynne Everett is The News'
neighbors since they moved in. dosio supporters were lamenting Classic Liberal Chick and inThese hacked-off residents sup- his impending certain defeat. No vestigative editor.
"Knock knock..."
'Who's there?"
"Bowling Green Police
You 're under arrest just for asking."
Here we go again. In a pre-East
Merry Massacre show of force,
the Bowling Green Police Division raided a two-keg party Saturday night at the home of Bowling Green City Council student
candidate Alex Teodosio.
Give 'em credit for beautiful
timing. The cops arrived just as
the house full of visiting Ohio College Democrats, state lobbyists,
campus leaders and colorful
media figures were sucking dry
the second keg.

Leftfield
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LETTERS
Condoms not the Part-time faculty,
answer to safe sex not tenure, issue
in campus budget
Editor The News:

I understand that there is no
such thing as safe sex, except in
the case of a faithful, lifelong,
monogamous partner. It's too
bad that only a small number of
people possess the maturity to
understand this concept.
Instead, the response of the
majority is to find a way to hide
from the truth. They justify their
immaturity and snallowness
under the guise that the use of a
condom offers only slight protection against STDs and doesn't
solve the problems of the emotional immaturity and disregard
that lead to casual relationships.
In the spring '91 issue of Miscellany , the article "Sex at Bowling
Green," quotes Dr. Joshua Kaplan as stating that 30 to 50 percent of college-aged women are
infected with genital warts.
Warts are incurable and can lead
to cancer. In the article, a student, "Buffy," who had been infected with warts, states the importance of condom use as a solution to STDs. The real solution is
to not get exposed in the first
place. Even after infection with
an incurable virus, "Buffy"
doesn't understand that it was
her behavior that caused the
problem, not the lack of a condom.
Other STDs are much more
dangerous than warts, as they
can lead anywhere from birth
defects to death. The answer is
not the use of a condom — it is
maturity. Perhaps if the students
on this campus decided that a
lifelong, monogamous partner
was more important than the
"freedom" to act on the emotional immaturity that causes the
problem in the first place, we
wouldn't have to worry about
STDs.
Marc Harris,
1010 Offenhauer East

came my worst hated enemy. I
just don't understand how rumors
and stories can become more important to some people than the
actual incident. Your column
gave many people a new perspective on the accident — the part of
the situation that should be
looked at.
After reading the column, I was
glad to know someone writing on
the accident knew the true moral
of what has happened. My friends
and I thank you for letting us read
something on the positive side
about the deaths of our friends.
oven after the power was shut off.
Alicia Kelso,
Work.
BGHS sophomore
ARBEIT MACHT FREI. (Work
makes you free).
Stephen B. Gelfman,
former University English instructor

Editor The News:
I wish to point out an incorrect
statement attributed to me in the
Friday, April 12th News article
"Campus battling recession." I
did not say (and have not said)
that due to the current budget
problem, "some non-tenured
educators may lose their jobs." I
have commented that, in some
departments where it may be
possible to modestly increase
class sizes, there may be a reduced need for part-time faculty.
In other departments, where vacant full-time positions may remain temporarily unfilled, there
may be an increase in the use of
part-time faculty. Perhaps, the
reporter was referring to this
Editor The News:
statement in his article.
So what is the lesson of an inChris Dal ton,
structor who must leave the
Vice president for Planning and system? I once wrote: It is the
Budgeting
same as that of a whore who discovers that she is pregnant and
must leave the house m order to
protect that child, those children
were my students, those students
who are my children...

Work at BGSU
another opiate
of the masses

BGHS classmate
expresses thanks
for proper focus

Editor The News:
In reference to the column,
"Accident gives reality new perspective," (April 4), I would like
to thank the author, Chuck Travis. The four students who tragically lost their lives were also
four of my closest friends. The
loss alone has been difficult to
deal with; however, news stories
coming out every day on every
rumor about the accident have
made the situation even more
painful.
I have learned in this experience the truth of the media that I
will have to deal with for the rest
of my life. The day I saw TV crew
members outside of one of the funerals was the day the media be-

I can borrow money for coffee
and cigarettes. But I can't eat my
poetry. I can borrow money for
coffee and cigarettes. But the
Bilice won't take me. Mental
ealth thinks that I must be
crazy and tells me that if I don't
promise, every 24 hours, not to
kill myself, they will send me to
the state hospital. My psychiatrist actually tells me that my
mental status is in question because while many people think
the University is a whorehouse,
nobody actually quits.
That would be committing suicide, he said. It's better to pay
5Dur bills. Work. Work for, say.
le utility company. Never mind
that four children in Cleveland
burned to death on April 7th because they had built a fire in the

Respond
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum
of 200-300 words in
length and should be
typewritten.
Send ell submissions
1
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Editorial Editor
210 West Hall

Correction
In the article, "University
teacher becomes author,"
appearing in the Thursday,
April 11 issue of The News.
University professor Paul
Henggeler was quoted out of
context. When referring to
John F. Kennedy's affair
with Marilyn Monroe,
Henggeler was quoted as
saying, "Because boys will
be boys, and if I was president I'm not sure I'd turn
down Marilyn Monroe
either." The remark was
made sarcastically and The
News regrets the error.
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copy chief
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Campus
New campus group forms BG's Earth Day events
Student organization leaders unite to exchange ideas
to promote awareness
by Robert Davidson
staff writer

Undergraduate Student
Government Senator Mike Callow announced the formation of
the Campus Leadership Society
at Monday's USG meeting.
USG Executive Assistant and
Society member Jason Jackson,
said the group is designed to give
student organization leaders a
forum to exchange ideas and
promote leadership training.
"We want campus leaders to
come into one area," he said.
"Big organizations can help
smaller ones — we can do big
things on a small scale."
According to Callow, he and
five organization leaders are recruiting other campus and community group executives and
hope to eventually have every
student group represented.
Society founders now include
Callow, Jackson, Sigma Chi
President Bill Dodero, ROTC
member Dave Dorland and USG
Senators Dave Gagner and
Laurie Staas.
Callow believes the Society can
succeed where others have failed
because they have set goals and

"Big organizations can help smaller ones
— we can do big things on a small scale."

--GSG Executive Assistant and Society member
Jason Jackson
"dedicated people from established groups."
"Many of the ideas will come
from older executives. We want
the opportunity to give something
to those who follow us," Callow
said.
He believes the Society can
help solve problems organizations face by offering the wisdom
of experienced leaders.
Dodero said his goals for the
group call for it to become an
"independent voice for all students."
"I feel we can offer a collective
means for all organizations instead of greeks just going to
Greek Life or organizations going
to USG," he said. "Even resident
hall governments could come to
us."
According to Callow, one major
goal is to not let the Society become a regulatory agency. The

group "does not want to tell organizations what to do, just get
and give ideas," he said.
Dodero agreed with Callow and
said while he fears the Society
could try to regulate the actions
of groups in the future, that is not
the intention of the administration now.
Callow said in the fall the group
will also focus on gaining funding
from the Advisory Committee on
General Fees Allocations.
Until funded by the University,
the Society plans to rely on sponsorships from student groups
represented within the Society
and contributions from corporations to sponsor campus events,
Callow said.
He stressed all students are invited to attend meetings and
make suggestions, but only student organization leaders may be
members.

Week-long philanthropy
to show greeks'
'groove'
&z xE&i¥iz&zin
by Jennifer Taday
staff writer

This week University greek
students will have the opportunity to become unified with other
chapters and be recognized for
their accomplishments.
Nicky Ponlmann, Panhellenic
Council's Greek Week representative, said "Greek is in the Heart
- Movin' and Groovin' in a New
Decade" allows fraternities and
sororities to participate in activities together and acknowledge
the entire greek system.
Greek Week started Monday
with greek members wearing
their letters and will continue
through Friday.
The schedule for the week includes:
• Tuesday - Picnic in Old
Fraternity Row from 5 to 7:30
p.m.
• Wednesday - All greek philanthropy at the Intramural Fields
behind the Business Administration Building at 7 p.m.
■ Thursday - Variety show in
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.
■ Friday - Final party starring

Groovemaster in New Fraternity
Row from 5 to 9 p.m. (Tickets are
being sold in front of the Education Building this week for $2.50)
Jon Stadler, Interfraternity
Council's Greek Week representative, said one of his goals for
Greek Week is to increase participation among the fraternities
and to unify the chapters.
"Participation appears to be
positive because for the picnic
there was an original estimate of
300 people to attend the event, but
there are already 600 orders,"
Stadler said. In addition, more
than 900 Greek Week packages
were sold, which include a

T-shirt, program and insulated
water bottle.
Also, favorable response has
been received regarding the allgreek philanthropy and the variety show, which is "always a hit,"
he said.
Ponlmann said the philanthroEy contributes to the unity goal
ecause for the first time fraternity and sorority members have
been randomly divided into
teams and will be working
together with different people.
The philanthropy is an obstacle
course consisting of various parts
of other fraternity and sorority
philanthropies and "the course
resembles a 'Double Dare' set
up," she said. "The money is
raised by the entry fees and will
be donated to the link."
One difference this year includes the revoking of the point
system for attendance and no
overall winner of Greek Week
will be announced, Ponlmann
said.
Stadler said changes were
made because of a lack of interest
in previous activities and "we
wanted to concentrate on the big
events."

by Greg Watson
staff writer

Tomorrow will be the 21st
celebration of Earth Day, a day
set aside to make people more
aware of the planet we live on
and the problems it faces.
Tracy Davis, chairperson for
the Environmental Interest
Group Earth Day, said the 1990s
have oeen called the Decade of
Commitment — commitment to
making the public aware of environmental problems and solutions.
The EIG and Center for Environmental Programs will be
sponsoring a variety of activities tomorrow at the University
Union from 9 a.m.-3:30p.m.
Participating in the EIG

Earth Day events include the
National Wildlife Association,
Peace Coalition, the Toledo Environmental Services Division,
the Wood County Environmental Protection Agency, the University Book Store and the University Geology Department,
said Davis.
There will be approximately
25 tables at the University
Union, Davis said.
"There will be different tables with different activities,"
she said. "It will be a fun day."
Davis said shirts designed by
EIG members will also be
available.
At 8 p.m. Jonathan Waterman, an environmental explorer, writer and photographer, will describe his climb of

Mount Logan, the secondhighest North American mountain and show a film of his
climb.
The speech will be in Room
115 of the Education Building
There also will be tree plantings and dedications, plant
sales, live animals, jugglers
and a can crusher game.
Among the activities listed
for tomorrow:
• 10 a.m. — Bowling Green
Mayor Ed Miller will plant a
tree with EIG.
• 11:45 a.m. — The Gamelon
Ensemble from the University
Music Department will perform.
• 12:30 p.m. — A saxophone
player from the University ensemble will perform.

Trustees to honor retirees
by James A. Tinker
editor

HURON — The University
Board of Trustees unanimously
fromoted 19 faculty members
riday, as well as amending the
Academic Charter, financing
capital improvements and honoring a University professor.
The trustees chose to honor
David Elsass, trustee professor
emeritus of education, by naming
the collection within the Education Memorabilia Center (The
Little Red School House) in his
honor.
Originally, the trustees' agenda

indicated they would name the
building itself for Elsass. Instead,
the trustees opted to name the
educational materials within the
structure for the education administrator and supervision expert.
The trustees OK'd financing
procedures for the tentatively
named Falcon Fieldhouse. It is
now up to the Ohio Board of Regents whether the $10.8 million
project will become a reality.
Promotions doled out to faculty
included tenure and associate
frofessor and professor ranks,
acuity are promoted on the
basis of teaching, research and
service to the community.

Changes to the charter will
mean:
• Stricter academic-honesty
policies for graduate students,
• Honoring of retirees (but not
to the degree Faculty Senate recommended),
• Abstentions by Faculty Senate members will not count
against proposals in that body.
The trustees followed recommendations made to them by
University President Paul Olscamp concerning means of honoring retirees. Retired faculty soon
will be honored upon retirement
"in an event that accords the person individual and dignified recognition."

'Beam up' to Mac dinner
by Morrella Raleigh
staff writer

McDonald dining hall will boldly go where no dining hall has
gone before on April 16 in celebration of the 25th anniversary of
Star Trek.
From 4:30-6:30 p.m., the dining
hall will be converted into the
U.S.S. Enterprise — complete
with console, captain's chair,
sound effects and crew members.
"It takes a lot of imagination to
do something like this," junior
RTVF major and office manager
Tony Snyder said.
The fare for the dinner will include dishes from the different
nationalities of crew members -

c old and new. Corn-on-the-cob
will be served for Iowan Captain
Kirk; Captain Picard would undoubtedly enjoy the raspberryfilled croissants; and fried
chicken will be served in case
Southerner Dr. McCoy should
make an appearance.

ter will all add to the space-like
atmosphere.

The dining hall usually has one
major theme dinner in the spring
ana planning for the Star Trek
celebration began in late February. McDonald Hall Food Service
Manager Ann Betts said students
The queasy need not worry — . have expressed much interest in
Klingon and Vulcan delicacies the event.
"It should be a lot of fun," she
have been left off the menu.
said.
The food will be served by
While Betts admits that most
phaser-packing Food Operations
employees who will be wearing Star Trek fans are males, Snyder
alien costumes or Star Trek uni- said others should enjoy the speforms — some with Spock ears. cial night. "Even if you don't like
The windows will be painted, tel- Star Trek, it will be a different
evisions will show the Star Trek atmosphere — a tension removies and a simulated transpor- liever, Snyder said.

Little Sibs and Kids events make big splash

Turnout good despite wet weather
by Linda Lenc and Jay Murdock
Despite wet weather which
canceled some outdoor events.
Little Sibs and Kids weekend
indoor events met with great
success.
Rain on Saturday resulted in
the cancellation of the Resident
Student Association's Toledo
Zoo trip, though some participants went to the zoo on their
own. In addition, the ZUAO
Olympics were also canceled
due to the inclement weather.
UAO internal affairs coordinator Kate Ruffing said UAO
did not have a rain site set up
for the Olympics because it was
originally supposed to be a
campus event the following

weekend.
The organization was asked
by the Little Sibs and Kids
committee to move it up a week
and center the event on younger
children, but there was no indoor area available to hold the
Olympics in case of rain.
However, students and sibs
still found activities to keep
themselves busy.
David Huffman, campus
films director, said that showings of "The Jungle Book" Friday and Saturday night were
sold out, with approximately
fJOOpeople in attendance.
The Ice Arena was "quite
crowded" over the weekend,
with nearly 700 people skating
on Friday and Saturday night,
according to assistant manager
Randy Sokoll.

Approximately 375 people attended Dry Dock's lip sync
contest Saturday night. Dry
Dock president Trisha Schubert
said It was nice because we
had more sibs enter the contest
than college students."
Freshman Brenda Zyrkowski's cousin Sarah spent the
weekend with her. "She really
enjoyed seeing how I lived and
meeting my friends," Zyrkowski said. "She wanted to stay
and tried to stall her parents
when they came to pick her
up."
Music education major Amyjill White had five brothers and
a sister visit her from Toledo
during the weekend.
"It was a lot of fun. They
didn't want to go home," she
said.

»«M«w»/Tlm Norman

Although the RSA little sibs zoo trip was canceled, sophomore business major Klmberly Guthrle, Ashley Burch, 5. Brook Bumgarner, 9, and Chad Schlegel. 5. braved the wet weather and drove to the
Toledo Zoo on Saturday afternoon.

Lauren Bruno, a sopohmore English education major, and Tammy Bruno, 8, dance to "Head Like A
Hole" by Nine Inch Noils at Dry Dock on Saturday evening.
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College Democrats gather in BG
by Julie Potter
staff writer

to HwM/Jay Murdock

Ohio Attorney General Lee Fisher speaks to College Democrats
trom across Ohio.

' "The future of the Democratic Party is going to have to rely
on young people," newlyappointed Ohio Democratic
Party Chairperson Gene Branstool told participants at the
Ohio College Democrats convention this weekend.
Branstool's statement reflected the sentiment expressed throughout the weekend at convention at the University.
Although the turnout was not
as large as initially expected —
10 schools attended with a total
of 67 delegates — the enthusiasm was very high, Chris
Redfern, president of the University's College Democrats,
said.
Attorney General Lee Fisher
opened the convention Saturday morning with a rousing
speech calling for young democrats to unite and work for
common causes.
"You are the elite of young
activist democrats in the state

"You are the elite of young activist
democrats in the state —even the
country."
-Attorney General Lee Fisher
— even the country," Fisher
said.
Fisher credited the College
Democrats in part with his
narrow victory over Republican contender Paul Pfeiffer
this past fall in the attorney
general's race.
"I believe that every single
one of you can honestly say
that you played an important
part in my campaign for attorney general. I won that race by
three one-hundredths of one
percent. I am living proof that
every vote counts, ' Fisher
said.
Fisher believes that the close
race will make him a more
humble politician.
"I don't own the office — I
rent it from you," he said.
He went on to say that the
Republican Party has concerned themselves mainly with

making themselves look good.
"The other party has, in the
last few years, wrapped itself
tighter and tighter in the
American flag. They don't
seem to realize that there are
two Gulfs, the Persian and the
American. The American Gulf
is between the haves and the
have-nots," he said.
Congressperson Jim Traficant also spoke to the College
Democrats and told them in no
uncertain terms that their
party is suffering.
"Democrats at the student
level are in deep trouble. I
firmly believe that there is no
more Republican or Democratic Party. People are no longer
selecting programs, they are
Ct voting For people, and
t's not right," he said.
He is also worried about the
continued republican domina-

tion of the presidency, but
seems to be at a loss about how;
to change matters.
"For Bush to be defeated,
our country has to go further
on its head. I don't want to see
our country go any further on
its head," he said.
Traficant predicted the
emergence of a viable third politicalparty in the next decade.
Traficant concluded by asking the College Democrats, "If
Kou're not our future, who the
ell is?"
Branstool. the keynote
speaker, spoke optimistically
about the future of the Democratic Party and encouraged
the College Democrats to stay
active.
"I believe that the democratic voice, organizations and
spirit have to be out there," he
said.
Branstool said a myth was
being perpetuated by the republicans that the democrats
are dying out. He cited several
examples to prove that this is
not true.

'. WATER

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR

the country," Silverman said. "It
is not like most parts of the
J water for the population.
world."
"[ In the United States ], people
Silverman said Third World naJ can drink water from any tap in tions have an especially large

problem with polluted and
diseased drinking water, and
sometimes people have to walk
for miles to get to water which
might not be drinkable.

freighter — and have caused
Broblems in Lake Erie because
ley thrive in the shallow areas of
the lake, reproduce quickly, grow
in layers and clog water intakes.

BGSU GRADUATES HAVE WORKED
HERE:

Before it was cleaned five
years ago, Lake Erie was a major
local concern because it was very
polluted.
"Lake Erie has been cleaned
up a lot, but it is not as clean as
they want," Silverman said.

Another local concern was with
rising nitrate levels in the Bowling Green drinking system in the
spring.
During, the spring, many nitrates were washed into the water
supply from fertilizer spread in
local fields, Silverman said.
The city used to issue city
alerts because the nitrate levels
were more than EPA standards,
but the water reservoir installed
last spring has handled the problem, said Roger Anderson, geology professor.
It the nitrate level is higher
than EPA standards, water from
the reservoir is used for drinking
water instead, Silverman said. ..

0 Continued from page 1.

1515 E. Wooster
Next to Campus
NOW Leasing for Summer & Fall
- 2 bedroom furnished
apartments
- Laundry facilities in each
building
- Includes membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa
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CALL 352-9378 TODAY

While the lake has been cleaned
of the visible pollutants, Silverman said, there are still problems
with invisible and trace toxins.
A new and growing problem in
Lake Erie is the growing population of the zebra mussel, Silverman said.
The zebra mussels were "imported" from Europe 10 years
ago — probably from a European

o*

Rental office located at
Cherrywood Health Spa
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BG journalism workshop
targets young minorities
by Michelle Banks
assistant managing editor

Many times minorities do not
consider a career in journalism
because they do not have any
mentors in the profession, but
one program is trying to break
that cycle.
In a seven-week minority
high school journalism workshop sponsored by the National
Association of Black Journalists, professionals in the Toledo
media taught minority high
school students about journalism techniques.
Through the program, 14 area
students were able to participate in various forms of media,
including production of a newspaper and a radio and television
news program.
Clyde Hughes, director of the
workshop, said the program
was modeled after similar programs in Chicago and St. Louis.

"Instead of reinventing the
wheel, we decided to model
after programs already in existence," he said. "This Is a good
program because we're giving
the kids what they want and
what they need to go to college
and into the field."
In addition, Hughes said the
program was designed for students to meet minority journalists and "establish a nuturing
relationship" which could help
retain young minorities in the
journalism profession.
Speakers from Toledo and the
University came in to talk to the
students on different subjects,
including Toledo's new noise
ordinance. The speakers were
the subjects for all the news
stories the students wrote during the workshop.
A grant of $5,000 from the
National Press Association and
the use of the School of Mass

Communication-equipment allowed the workshop to take
place.
Hal Fisher, chairperson of
the Journalism Department,
said the workshop aided in the
minority recruitment at the
University.
"At least two participants
from the program have already
signed up to go to school here,
Fisher said. "We were delighted to allow them to use our
equipment because we want to
build a mix of people here."
Student participants said
they thought the program offered them a different insight
into the field.
"This was a very worthwhile
experience. It helped me to understand my flaws in writing
and gave me a better understanding of communication,"
Demietra Williams, a freshman
at St. Ursula Academy in
Toledo said.

> N«w»/Joy Murdock
John Nichols, assistant managing editor of The Blade. gives some writing advice to LaRonda Giles, a
sophomore at Springfield High School. Giles and 13 other minority high school students took part In
the seven-week workshop sponsored by the National Association ol Black Journalists.

Global market key to business
by Greg Watson
staff writer

An executive officer from
AT&T visited the University Friday, stressing to University business students the necessity of understanding the global market.
James Meenan, vice president
and assistant to the chief financial officer of AT&T Communications Service, told University
business students about advances
in global technology as a highlight to the Business Administration Student/Faculty Luncheon.
"You people are now entering a
different job market than I did
when I started out," he said.
"There is more global competition, so don't plan to spend a lot of
time in the U.S."
With the fall of the Berlin Wall

and communism and the slowing
down of the arms race, Meenan
said the world is no longer a
group of independent domestic
countries, but is now an interconnected global market.
"[Companies must] work,
think and look like the global
market," he said. "Females and
minorities are now at the top. We
must no longer look at white,
male domination."
For a company to successfully
expand its services to a foreign
country, Meenan said the company must be aware of the country's trends, customs and tra-

ditions.
People who understand the
language and customs of other
countries will also become more
successful in the job market,
Meenan said.
"People who can successfully
lead a diverse work force will be
the ones who succeed — and I
mean lead, not direct," Meenan
said.
AT&T had problems when they
first entered the global market,
Meenan said.
"Before [the expansion], we
were a domestic company and we
thought domestic, not global."

When the company entered the
global market, it had to make advances in telecommunications —
including video and computer
communications — and adjust to
customs of other countries, he
said.
At first, the company tried unsuccessfully to work with other
countries without knowing their
customs, Meenan said, but now
AT&T has learned to acquire
companies in other countries and
work through those companies.
The Persian Gulf War showed
people what global communication can do, Meenan said.
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College Democrat party busted
City council candidate Alex Teodosio, others cited by BGpolice
by Lori Miller
staff writer

Bowling Green police officers
issued a citation to a city council
candidate after they responded to
a loud noise complaint at his residence Saturday evening.
Alex Teodosio, a University
senior, and his two roommates
were issued disorderly conduct
citations at a party following the
Ohio College Democrat Convention at the University.
BG News city editor John Kohlstrand also was arrested for disorderly conduct, handcuffed, and
processed at the city police
station.
He is scheduled for a pre-trial
hearing May 1 in Bowling Green
municipal court.
Approximately 25 to 30 people,
including students from other
Ohio colleges, were at the party
when the police showed up
around 11 p.m., he said.
When the officers arrived, they
asked several guests if they could

talk to the host of the party, but
were ignored, according to the
police report.
After the officers requested to
speak to the host of the party a
second time and were ignored
again, they proceeded to the patio, snined a flashlight into the
house and asked Teodosio for
some type of identification.
Students from different areas
of Ohio were being told to leave
immediately and "I tried to explain (to the officers] the students were not familiar with
Bowling Green," he said.

ing a party usually begins with
giving a standard warning to the
hosts, but "it depends on the
magnitude of the party," he said.
However, this was not a usual
circumstance, Ash said.
"[With the] reputation of this [
Hiouse. usual procedure] doesn't
work, he said.
Teodosio and his roommates
previously talked with their
neighbors concerning the number
of complaints which had been
made against them in the past —
and an agreement was reached
stating the occupants of the house
would be quiet after midnight,
which was upheld, he said.
It was a two-keg party, but
people on the patio were quiet,
the music was turned down to a
minimum and "everyone in the
house was [at least] 21 years
old," Teodosio said.

The police department has
received 12 complaints since September concerning the house.
Police Chief Galen Ash said, and
all of the complaints were from
different people referring to loud
noise.
Each time a complaint was
While the officers were telling
received, an officer would respond and the tenants were ad- people to leave the party, they
vised to "close it down for the were "pulling and yanking students by [their] arms," he said.
night," Ash said.
However, Ash said this is probProper procedure for dispers-

ably just hearsay.
Tne officers may have helped
the guests leave, but that was it,
he said.
Teodosio and his roommates
are going to plead not guilty at
their court appearances.
"When we were out of hand
[concerning previous complaints] — it was understandable," Teodosio said, but "what
did we do that was disorderly?"
There was music and a lot of
people, but the party was not wild
ana spilling out on the streets,
said one guest of the party, Dave
Schiffer.
Music and noise from people
talking is going to seem loud to a
neighbor who lives four feet
away, Schiffer said.
However, the police department has received several complaints from residents of the area
concerning the house in the past,
he said.
If it was the first time anyone
complained, it might have been
different, Schiffer said.

Police, student conduct debated
by Jacqueline Porter
staff writer

Students Monday night questioned city
Eolice's alleged unfair treatment of a party
reakup Saturday night, while city residents
disputed the conduct of students themselves.
At-large city council candidate and 317 N.
Summit St. resident Alex Teodosio told the
City Council the party was a quiet social
event attended by prominent state college
democrat officials.
"It was a very orderly get-together," he
said.
City Council President Joyce Kepke and
Ward One Councilperson Jim Davidson, who
attended the party early in the evening, said
it was subdued.
"It was very quiet and nobody seemed to
be out of control, Davidson said.
However, permanent residents of North
Summit Street disagreed with the noise level

of the party.
"I called their house and told them to be
quiet," David Bewley, 315 N. Summit St.,
said. "But after a naff an hour nothing happened, so at 11:30,1 told my wife to call the
police — something had to be done."
This was not the first time incidents had
occurred at 317 N. Summit St., Bewley said.
"We have compiled a list of various activities that the residents of this house have
done," he said. "It is a list of over 20 incidents."
College Democrats President Chris Redfern said he did not understand the motivations of the police involved to use aggression
toward students.
"I would ask council to think for a moment
— at a high school graduation party, how
many people have been in your own homes
— and if your music was a little loud, would
a policeman come in and throw open your
screen door and demand everyone to get
out?" he said.

Redfern also made reference to the four
citations issued that night, including those to
at-large city council candidate Alex Teodosio andBG News City Editor John Kohlstrand, and the alleged rough manner in
which they were treated.
"The policeman was extremely rude, demanded who the owner of the house was, and
kept repeating 'the party is over — everyone
get out of this damn house,'" Redfern said.
Ward Three Councilperson William Herald responded to the dispute.
"There should be considerable discussion
of what should be done," he said. "Now it is
important that you continue to pursue this
matter."
City Council President Joyce Kepke said
the students and the residents made the first
step in righting wrongs in the city.
"You came tonight and made formal
complaints — this will be the beginning of a
chance to find out and see if the system will
work," she said.

*
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■A telephone was reported stolen from an office in the Union
Thursday morning. Loss is estimated at$100.
■University police received a
complaint of a suspicious male in
Ashley Hall Thursday evening.
Residents who reported the incident said the male looked similiar
to a composite recently released
by police.
■Gregory C. Bowen, Weston,
O., was cited for possession of
marijuana in the 800 block of
South Main Street Friday evening.
■A vehicle parked in Lot 6 was
broken into with a hammer Friday evening. The vehicle's dashboard was heavily damaged and
a stereo was taken.'Loss*and total
damage was estimated at $964.
■Mike J. Goodell, Sylvania, O.,
was cited for littering at the corner of East Wooster Street and
Campbell Hill Road Saturday
morning.
■Alex J. Teodosio, 317 N.
Summit St., was cited for disorderly conduct at his residence
Saturday evening.
■Eric T. Miske, Centerville, O.,
was cited for disorderly conduct
in the 300 block of North Summit
Street Saturday evening.
■John C. Kohlstrand, 222 N.
Enterprise St., was cited for disorderly conduct in the 300 block of
North Summit Street Saturday

evening.
■Craig A. Dring. 317 N. Summit St., was cited for disorderly
conduct at his residence Saturday
evening.
■A resident of the 500 block of
East Gypsy Lane Road reported
her car was stolen while it was
parked at her residence Sunday
morning.
■Ralph D. Haslacker, 311 Anderson Hall, was cited for
underage consumption in the 100
block of East Wooster Street Sunday afternoon.
■A member of Zeta Beta Tau
Fraternity, who had been voted
out earlier in the day, threatened
bodily harm to the unit director
and other members of the fraternity Sunday evening.
■An employee of the Ole Butcher Shop, 989 S. Main St., reported someone broke into the
shop and stole an undisclosed
amount of money Monday morning.
■An employee of Gamer's, 893
S. Main St., reported someone attempted to gain entry into the bar
Monday morning.
■An employee of Frank's Sales
and Services, 891 S. Main St., reKrted someone stole a used color
' from the store Monday morning. Loss was estimated at $250.
■An employee of South Side
Johnny's, 809 S. Main St., reported someone attempted to break
into the bar Monday morning.

SENATE
□ Continued from page 1.
However, Olscamp does not believe there is a history lesson to
be learned.
"The survey tells me that a
significant percentage of half the
faculty don t approve of my personality," he said. "I don't think [
the situationsfere the least bit
comparable. Tne discussion over
McDonald dealt with substance."
Faculty Senate convened with
about 60 elected members in 1963,
and has been operating ever
since.
Most people at the University
have never learned how the senate was formed, but the lesson it
teaches is decidedly evident today.
"The building of a great university requires the cooperation

SPRING
MEAL
DEAL

of all concerned: the governing
body, the president ana administration, the faculty, and the students, all working toward a
common end with full respect for,
and faith in, each other, James
Robert Overman wrote in his
book, The History of Bowling
Green State University. "This did
not exist at the end of President
McDonald's term in office."
Platt agrees.
"If there had been a proper relationship between the administration and faculty, then there
might not have been the need for
this to happen," she said.
Wednesday's installment of
"Faculty Frustrations" will
focus on the changes Faculty
Senate has undergone since its
formation.

10 Pieces Chicken
Large Mashed
Potatoes & Gravy
Large Cole Slaw
4 Biscuits
OHM good on whin & dirk maat combination* only.
CuUomtr pays all applicable tax.

*
*
*
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*
*
*
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Sports Tuesday
Doubleheader not kind to BG
Eastern Michigan hands Falcons their first double dip of the year
by Steve Easton
assistant sports editor

Columnist
cleans out
sports closet
A cleaning of the closet of sorts,
only this time I'm cleaning my
head of sports facts, tidbits, and
trivia.
...Where is the world of sports
going when a NBA mascot (the
Bullets 'HOOPS') gets thrown out
of a game?
...why doesn't the NBA change
to the CBA style of quarters
won/games won to earn points in
the standings? This would encourage effort the whole game
through — not just in spurts like it
is now.
...Do the high school looking
bleachers in the endzones here at
BGSU bother anyone but me? I
say rip them out and build a horseshoe stadium, joining one of the
east/west sides.
...Will Orel Hershiser ever
pitch effectively again? I doubt it.
...Was Fernando Valenzuela as
good as his reputation made him
out to be, or aid his rookie year
carry his career?
...Is anybody out there as much
a fan of the NIT as I am? Here's
the test to see if you are. Who
played in the finals this year?
Stanford-Oklahoma.
...Hockey is finally coming
back to Cleveland! The North
American Hockey League is
scheduled to begin playing a
70-game schedule in November.
Other teams include: Hamilton,
Oakland-Sacremento, Miami,
Cincinnati, Atlanta, and Dallas.
...Why does the World League
of American Football have a
national television contract when
the National Hockey League
doesn't?
...Ex-Falcon Sean Dykes (cornerback) is playing in the WLAF
for San Antonio.
...Just how bad was the Danny
Ferry/Ron Harper trade? Well,
in 74 games Ferry scored a total
of 638 points while in only 32
games Harper has scored 665.
...The latest money-making
scheme in the sporting world belongs to Dr. J and his 'Hot Hand'
basketball gloves. They look like
batting gloves and supposedly
give the players a better grip.
This ranks up there with Tony
Dorsett and his candy.
...Do Don King and Phoenix
Sun coach Cotton Fitzsimmons
get their hair done at the same
place?
.. .Why don't the MSL and NPSL
merge.creating one indoor soccer
league of 17 teams (that is,, if
owners are found for the Dallas
Sidekicks, who are on the verge of
calling it quits). Is there really a
need tor two leagues? Oh yeah,
for you soccer fans, Pittsburgh is
getting a franchise in the MSL.
...The best place to watch a
minor league baseball game is in
Wolfson Park.Jacksonville, Florida. The owners are great and
treat the fans with respect.
...With Ronnie Lott and Roger
Craig gone, will the 49ers even
get a wildcard next year? Probably, but I hope not.
...What ever happened to good
cartoons like Speed Racer? Now
we have a Bo Jackson, Wayne
Gretzky, and Michael Jordan
cartoon. Give me a break.
...Roger Clemens being allowed
to pitch opening day was a lot like
UNLV being allowed to defend
their title. Fortunately UNLV
lost; unfortunately Clemens won.
...Pete Incaviglia will hit 30
homers for the Motor City Kittys.
...I'd love to see Jimmy Connors win one more tournament.
...Do you realize that not a
single BG team (men or women)
has won the MAC in anything this
year?!
...Remember to watch Tommy
Morrison on the Holyfield/Foreman card. Morrison is
the next heavyweight champ;
give him two years.
...Why wasn't a single MAC
player invited to the Pan American game basketball trials?
...The oil change in Jose Canseco's Porsche 911 Carrera cost
$305.
...Am I alone on this one or does
anyone else think Arkansas basketball star Todd Day and his
three teammates should have
gotten more than a one year susr;nsion from the team for the
eb. 27 sexual incident with a 34
year old woman:
...Dear Santa: Would you
please bring me ear plugs next
year so that I don't have to listen
Q See CUMMiNOt, page 9.

Just when it appeared history
would be repeating itself, the
Bowling Green baseball team began to write some new chapters
in its season.
After losing
the first game
and winning the
second in their
two
doubleheaders
against Ohio
University last
weekend, the
Falcons continued the pattern
Friday against Schmitz
Eastern Michigan by losing 5-0 in
the first game and then recovering to win the nightcap, 3-2.
However, Saturday was a
different story at a rainy Steller
Field.
After dropping the first game

2-1, BG (3-5 in Mid-American
Conference, 11-16-1 overall)
jumped out to a 3-0 lead in the
first inning of the second. But
EMU (4-4, 14-18) rained the Falcons' habit of winning the second
game by notching five runs in the
top of the fourth and coasted to an
8-3 victory.
Senior starter Vince Metzger
(1-2) began the fateful fourth by
allowing a single to junior outfielder Kevin Grijack. After catcher Jim Kraut sacrificed Grijack to second, a wild pitch and a
walk to first baseman Aaron Metaj followed, which left runners at
the corners and one out.
Outfielder Todd Hendricks'
single cut the score to 3-1 which
forced BG head coach Danny
Schmitz to bring in junior
Dwayne Callaway. After retiring
Scott Barrett, Kevin Rogers singled against Callaway to drive in
Metal.
Callaway (2-1) walked Brandon
White and threw a wild pitch to

score Hendricks and move the
runners to second and third. After
Mike Schumaker walked to load
the bases, Schmitz brought in
freshman Billy Bost.
Bost didn't experience much
luck either as outfielder Steve
Waite singled to right to give
EMU the 5-3 lead.
The Falcons were unable to
score the rest of the game and
were swept in a MAC
doubleheader for the first time
this year.
In the first game, BG struck for
a single run in the first inning
when junior centerfielder Chad
Davis walked and stole second
and junior catcher Daren Stiles
singled.
However, the Hurons notched
single runs in the second (on
White's home run) and in the fifth
(on Rogers' two-out single).
Sophomore righthander Brent
Spray (2-2, 3.16 ERA) was the
hard-luck loser for the Falcons as
he allowed only two hits and two

runs in five-and-a-third innings.
In Friday's first game, EMU
cruised behind Doug Martin's
pitching as the senior righthander blanked the BG on one nit and
nine strikeouts.
In the nightcap, senior captain
Brian KoeUing scored BG's first
two runs and junior righthander
Greg Sharp (2-0, 2.96 ERA) allowed six nits and two runs in
pitching a complete game to
propel the Falcons to their only
victory of the weekend.
Falcon Notes: Koelling is batting .533 in eight MAC games with
10 runs scored and eight stolen
bases...Other leading hitters for
BG in the MAC: Stiles (.364, five
RBI), Mitch Dougherty (.364),
Rob Kennedy (.333), Davis (.250,
five RBI), and Trent Dues (.250,
six RBI)...Sunday's game
against the University of Windsor
was cancelled because of rain
and wet grounds...Next action is
tonight at Kent State for a
doubleheader.

■O N«wi/Toda Swanson
BG catcher Daren Stiles conlronts Eastern Michigan's first baseman
Aaron Metal during the lirst game of Friday's doubleheader at Warren E. Steller Field. The benches soon emptied. Metal knocked the

ball out ol Stiles' mitt which ignited the brawl. The Falcons split a
doubleheader on Friday and were swept on Saturday. BG is 3-5 in
the MAC and in eighth place. Their next action is today at Kent State.

Softball team
plagued by
inconsistency
by Glen Lubbert
sports writer

The inconsistency of the
Softball team showed
through this weekend when
it traveled to Ohio University on Friday and dropped its
record to 6-12 on the road.
Despite
playing
against a
team
ranked below them
in the MidAmerican
Conference, the
Falcons
lost their Bailey
first game of the doubleheader 1-0. BG came back in
the second game to defeat
the Bobcats 4-1 while Saturday's game was rained out.
"It was one of our poorest
performances," senior
Becky Bailey said of her
team's loss. "The loss was
totally uncalled for."
The defense, which coach
Jacquie Joseph considered
the key to a successful performance against the Bobcats, was once again inconsistent. In the first game the
Falcons played well on the
field with only a few errors.
However in the second
game, BG fell back into
their defensive rut.
"The defense is so inconsistent," Bailey said. "We're so hot and cold. Someone
could make a great catch,
but drop the next three."
The offense didn't fare
much better.
"We came out really
flat," Bailey said about the
first game. "We had no hits.
It wasn't because their
Sitchers were so powerful,
le've faced a lot better
pitchers."
The Falcons look to turn
things around today when
they face Kent at home. The
doubleheader will start at 2
pm and mark the beginning
of an eight-game conference
homestand.
BG is 2-5 at home and will
be facing the 7-5 Golden
Flashes. Kent is ranked
third in the Conference
while the Falcons are seventh.
Bailey doesn't know why
the team is so inconsistent,
but is hoping things will
change this week.
"We've run out of excuses," Bailey said.

Women's tennis Men's tennis makes history
struggles with MU
by Sebastien Caruthers
sports writer

by Steve Sea9ly
sports writer

Simply the best.
The women's tennis team borrowed this familiar broadcast
jingle to describe the potent attack of Miami University after
suffering a 9-0 setback to the Redmen on Saturday.
The Falcons fell to 8-8 overall and 0-1 in the Mid-American
Conference. The match was originally scheduled to take place
outdoors at the Falcons' Robert Keefe Courts. But due to unfavorable weather conditions, it was moved indoors to the Westowne Tennis Club in Toledo (singles) and the Shadow Valley
Tennis Facility (doubles).
In one of the most anticipated matches of the season, Falcon
('aria Marshack dropped a grueling decision to Amy Boyle 6-4,
5-7, 6-1. Marshack and Boyle are expected to battle tor the
league's top singles prize this spring.
Suddenly, the Falcons strength in singles play was becoming a
faint memory. Miami didn't surrender another set the rest of the
day as it dominated every facet of the game.
Junior Tisa Pacella remained optimistic after losing in
straight sets to Nicole Catalano, 6-2, 6-1. "Miami is 100 percent
stronger than they were in the fall, but we still feel confident,"
she said. "We all feel we played fine."
Senior Kelly King was defeated by Jeanne Baker 6-1, 6-0 and
Robyn Monn was beat by Dale Cohen 6-3.6-2.
"Miami was excellent. They upset talented Ohio State 7-2 the
day before. They were better than we were today," Monn said.
"I hate to lose to them, but everyone was pleased with their performances.
"We didn't practice for two days during the first of the week
because of the rainy weather. I think this hurt our play a little
bit," Monn added.
Junior Sara Emdin was jolted by Betsy Keane 6-1, 6-2 while
Brooke Bruder knocked off Falcon Lori Wydysh 6-3,6-1.
"I played my best match of the year. I am really psyched
about the upcoming matches. We aren't too disappointed about
the loss," Edmin said.
Even in exhibition action, the Falcons failed to register a conquest as sophomore Dania Webb ended the Falcons zero-forseven slump in singles play with an 8-2 loss to Jen Crabtree.
The Redmen's domination continued into doubles play as
Miami didn't relinquish a set.
Boyle and Catalano initiated the sweep with a 6-3,6-1 win over
u See NETTERS, page 9.

The year 1967 was one of "last
times" for many sports teams.
It was the last time the Green
Bay Packers
won the Super
Bowl.
It was the last
time the Toronto Maple
Leafs won a
Stanley Cup.
For Bowling
Green tennis, it
was the last Orlando
time the men's
tennis team beat the Miami Redskins — until now.
The Falcons, unlike Green Bay
and Toronto, broke their 24-year

jinx when they defeated Miami
5-4 this weekend in Oxford, Ohio.
"I never really thought much
about how long it has been since
the Falcons last beat the Redskins until after we beat them,"
head coach Gene Orlando said.
"It's fun to think that we made a
little Falcon tennis history."
Leading the way for BG with
two set victories in singles were
freshmen Richard Watson, Todd
Koehler, and Jim Snyder and
senior Steve Mudre. Sophomore
Justin Overholser lost a tough
three setter (7-5,3-6,6-4) to Brian
Kogan.
Watson and Koehler came
through for BG once again when
they nanded Dave Fagen and
Craig Caruso a 6-3, 6-4 loss in
doubles. The other two Falcons
tandems lost in close two setters.

"The Miami match was a very
heated battle and we feel very
fortunate to sneak out of Oxford
with a win," Orlando said.
In Cincinnati, however, the
Falcons were not so fortunate as
they lost 5-4 to the Bearcats.
Winning once again with two
set victories in singles were
Koehler and Snyder. Watson,
playing number one singles, lost
in a hard fought two sets, 7-5, 7-5.
Freshman Jeff Huffman barely
lost (6-1, 7-6, 6-4) in number six
singles to Kyle Muson after being
tamed in the first set.
In doubles action, Koehler and
Watson defeated Brett DeCurtin
and Ken Grimm 6-7,6-4,6-4 at the
number one spot. Snyder and
senior Mike Teets, playing number three doubles, beat Muson
See IG, page 9.

ND's Phelps resigns post
by Thomas P. Wyman
AP writer

SOUTH BEND, Ind. — Six
weeks after ending one of his
worst seasons at Notre Dame,
Digger Phelps ended his college
coaching career.
The flamboyant Phelps ended
months of speculation on Monday
when he announced his departure
from Notre Dame after 20 years
of coaching the Irish to some
memorable victories but never to
a national championship.
"For the last two decades it's
never been a job," Phelps said at
a news conference on campus.
"Every day, even with the ups
and downs, was like Christmas
Day, where you opened up the
present you wanted most."

Last season was anything but a
present. The Irish, hit by a rash of
injuries, fell to 12-20. It was
Phelps' worst season since Notre
Dame went 6-20 in 1971-72, his
first with the Irish.
Phelps, who led Notre Dame to
14 NCAA tournament appearances but reached the Final Four
only in 1978, offered no regrets
and gave no indication that the
pressures of a losing season
drove him to step down.
"It's time to move into the next
decade," said the 49-year-old
Phelps, adding that he won't take
another Division I coaching job
but was leaving open his NBA options.
The search for a successor has
not officially begun, said associate athletic director Roger Valdeserri, but it's expected that
i

Xavier's Pete Gillen — a former
assistant under Phelps — will become a leading candidate. Seton
Hall coach P.J. Carlesimo and
Duke's Mike Krzyzewksi already
have said they are not be interested.
"If there is any interest in Pete
Gillen, I'm sure Notre Dame will
use the proper channels and contact me first," Xavier athletic director Jeff Fogelson said. "We
are planning for next season with
Pete Gillen as our basketball
coach."
The Rev. E. William Beauchamp, Notre Dame's vice president for athletics, said in a
statement: "Over the years his
teams have provided many thrilling moments, which the university's alumni and fans will long
remember."
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Track teams tune up for
Jacoby's shot lifts Tribe
MACsat Dogwood Relays
by Dave O'Hara
AP sports writer

ay Patrick Murphy
iports writer

All the hard work and preparation, traveling long distances
to tough meets, and pushing for a
personal best is done in preparation for the Mid-American
Conference Championships in
May.
Trie track team continued that
preparation this weekend as both
the men's and women's teams
traveled to the Dogwood Relays
in Knoxville, Term, to take on
some of the toughest competition
in the country.
"Dogwood has some very good
competition and you don't go
there expecting to place many
athletes," men's head coach Sid
Sink said.
But the men did place some of
their athletes, four to be exact.
Freshman Eric Gingras led the
team with a third place finish in
the javelin. His throw of 210 feet
and three inches broke the school
record which he previously owned.

His previous school record was
a distance of 206 feet and eight inches.
Junior Todd Black continued to
run fast times for the Falcons as
he posted a second place finish in
the 800 meter run. His time was
1:49.62.
The other two placing finishers
for the men were junior Keith
Madaras who finished third in the
steeplechase (9:11.92) and junior
Bill Overla who finished sixth in
the shot put (52 feet, three and a
half inches).
"Madaras ran a better race
than he did in the Florida Relays," Sink said. "Once he got
rolling, he just started picking off
one person after another.
"Overall, it was a struggling
meet for us," Sink said. "It is a
tough meet if you are not ready to
compete and we didn't have
many people perform well."
For the women at Dogwood, it
was much of the same with a couple of the athletes placing in the
events.
The 4 x 800 meter relay team
placed second place in an event

Hussein wins closest
Boston Marathon
BOSTON (AP) - For the first
92 years of the Boston Marathon,
no African runner won the race.
Ibrahim Hussein of Kenya ended that drought in 1988, beating
Juma Ikangaa of Tanzania by one
second in the closest Boston Marathon ever.
Monday, the 32-year-old Hussein won again, the third victory
by an African in the past four
years. This time, Hussein won
easier than three years ago.
Running a smart, controlled
race, staying with the lead pack
throughout, Hussein was timd in 2
hours, 11 minutes, 6 seconds,
beating Abebe Mekonnen of Ethiopia, the 1989 champion, by more
than 50 yards.

that was only billed as Tennessee
against Vilfanova by the local
papers.
The team of seniors Tracy
Gaerke and Laura SchultesMartinez, junior Andrea Rombes,
and sophomore Leslie Moorman
turned in a time of 8:56.52 which
is the second best in school history.

BOSTON — The midnight ride of Paul Revere
probably was quicker.
On Patriots'Day, the anniversary of Revere's
famous ride through the countryside in 1775,
Cleveland and Boston battled for 3 hours and 45
minutes before the Indians edged the Red Sox
1-0 on Brook Jacoby's home run in the 13th inning.
Monday's game started one hour before ths
start of the 95th Boston Marathon in Hopkinton,
26 miles away. It ended more than one-half hour
after Kenya's Ibrahim Hussein won the race in 2
hours, 11 minutes, 6 seconds.
After Dennis Lamp (0-1), the fourth Boston
pitcher, retired Albert Belle to start the 13th,
Jacoby hit the next pitch over the screen atop
the 37-foot left-field wall for his first homer.
"I was wondering if anyone would ever
score," Jacoby said. "In that situation, I was
just looking for a ball up and over the plate. It
was a good pitch to hit."
In the bottom of the inning, the Red Sox
threatened with one-out singles by Tom Brunansky and Carlos Quintana. However, Tony Pena
grounded out and Tim Nahering popped to second to end the game, which featured the longest
scoreless streak at Fenway since Texas beat the
Red Sox 1-0 in 14 innings on April 17,1983.
"What can you say?" Boston manager Joe

Junior Ginger Lake finished
fifth in the heptathlon with a
score of 4,561 and freshman Ruth
Ristvey finished eighth in the
javelin (143 feet, three inches).
The women also sent part of the
team to the Miami Invitational in
Oxford, Ohio.
Freshman Jenny Johnson led
the team with a second place finish in the discus (131 feet, seven
and a half inches).
Sophomore Dashawnie Carr
finished third in the 100 meters
with a time of 12.78 seconds.
"I was an off week for us after
doing so well against Indiana and
Toledo. We were kind of flat this
weekend," women's head coach
Steve Price said.

The WORLD is in YOUR hands!
The
Tanning
Center

Mekonnen came on fast in the
closing miles and overtook Andy
Ronan of Ireland in the final mile,
finishing second in 2:11:22.
Ronan was third in a personalbest 2:11:27, while favorite Douglas Wakiihuri of Kenya, winner of
three straight marathons over
the past two years, wound up
sixth in 2:13:30.
The women's favorite, Ingrid
Kristiansen of Norway, also was
badly beaten, losing for the first
time after six victories since 1985.

20 visits for $40
10 visits for $25
5 visits for $15
1 free visit when
you purchase a
package at
regular price.

The women's 1-2 finish was the
same as at the New York City
Marathon in November, with
Wanda Panfil of Poland the winner in 2:24:18.
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Falcons Nest Soda Shoppe
now featuring

"Exotic" flavored Frozen
Yogurt Weekly!
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TIRED
OF
ROOMMATE

5-April 12-Jamaican Rum
^y
p/\T
A
12-April 19-Key Lime
£^ls\yW^\
19-April 26-Plantation Praline
26-May 3-Pina Colada
{Falcons Nest Soda Shop
' 10 TO

off all Yogurt Purchases

Good thru May 10th

News from
the Falcon
sports world
BG men's basketball coach Jim
Larranaga announced the addition of Shane Ruminski to the
Falcon basketball program with
his signing of a National Letter of
Intent last Wednesday.
A 6-8, 200-pound forward, Ruminski played last season at
Maine Central Institute where he
averaged seven points and six rebounds.

□□□

Soccer coach Gary Palmisano
and his staff announced the signing of Perrysburg High School's
Justin Harman to a national letter of intent.
Harman, who stands 6-0 and
weighs 180 pounds, is a two-time
First-Team All-Northern Lakes
League selection and helped the
Yellow Jackets to the 1990 NLL
Championship where he scored
two goals in the title game.
D L; u
Martin Jiranek, a junior center
on the hockey team was named
the Bowling Green "Most Valuable Player" Saturday evening at
the Falcons' 22nd annual Recognition Dinner held the Lenhart
D See Falcons, page 9.

eaten mat Summer Feeling •

•a TRY A ONE
-a
BEDROOM
APARTMENT
OR AN
EFFICIENCY

jip^ R.E. Management
JJIfH^

at

POE ROAD
« APARTMENTS^215 E. Poe Road J
% Call 352-0717

3 convenient locations:
143 W. Wooster
248 N. Main
993 S. Main
We honor local
competitors lower
advertised prices.

HASSLES?
April
April
April
April

Morgan said after the Indians shut out the Red
Sox for the second straight day. "I thought we
were going to win the game with the last swing
of the bat, Dut it didn't happen."
Cleveland's Charles Nagy and Boston's Matt
Young hooked up in a pitching duel, but neither
was involved in the decision.
Nagy allowed four hits in 8 W innings before
getting relief help from Steve Olin in the ninth.
Olin (1-0) got out of a mild jam on a double play,
then retired the next nine batters in order.
Doug Jones took over from Olin in the 13th and
earned his third save.
Young, signed for $6.4 million as a free agent,
allowed just two singles in nine innings, but
struggled because of six walks. He was followed
by Jeff Gray and Joe Hesketh before Lamp took
over in the 13th.
The Red Sox threatened in the fifth when Jack
Clark led off with a walk and went to third on a
double by Ellis Burks. But Mike Marshall
Cinded to third baseman Jeff Manto, who
w out Clark at the plate as Burks stayed on
second.
Quintana then flied to right and Pena grounded out to end the inning.
□ D D
Notes: Clark, signed as a free agent for $9.8
million, remained in a slump, going 0-4 and
striking out three times. In his last 10 trips to the
plate, Clark has struck out eight times, grounded into a double play and walked. ... Patriots'
Day has not been kind to the Red Sox.

%

113 Railroad Street 352-9302

Location

Summer Price

campus Manor
733 Manvitie
sis Second si.
825 Third Si.
701 Fourth St.
Rockledge Manor
755 Manvllle
841 Eighth Si.

S550
S550
S550
S450
S550
S550
S550
$550
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Please join
University President

PAUL OLSCAMP
for a University Convocation on proposed
health care plan changes and the budget crisis

MONDAY, APRIL 22
3:00-5:00 p.m.
Lenhart Ballroom,
University Union

Open to all University students,
faculty and staff.

mmm
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n Continued from page 8.

Senior goaltender Angelo I.ibertucci captured the Jack Gregory Scholar-Athlete Award and
sophomore Brett Harkins was
honored with the Sam Cooper
Leading Scorer Award.

: Continued from page 7.
to Dick Vitale run his mouth
anymore?
...Lets talk expansion. Baseball: Denver (can you imagine
the HRs) and Orlando (just a
great city). NFL: St. Louis (Bidwell robbed the city of the Cardinals) and Baltimore (Indianapolis stole the Colts).
...Why doesn't the NFL Competition Committee realize that fans
like touchdown celebrations and
quit make such ridiculous rules

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

SERVICES OFFERED

Grand Ballroom.
He led the team in goals scored
this season with 31, including a
team-leading seven gamewinners.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION
Meeting Tonighl Apnl 16
7 30pm 1 tOBABIdg
SPEAKER U S District Attorney
JOE WILSON
• ALL MAJORS WELCOME ■
Attention All Pol. Sci M«to>s > M.nws
Pi Sigma Alpna - Organizational Meeting
111 BAT 30pm
Thursday Apnl 18. 1991
Environmental Interest Group meeting
Tuesday night 7 30 pm
Room 400 Moseley
PHI ALPHA DELTA. BOSU'S PRELAW
FRATERNITY WILL BE HAVING ELECTIONS
WEDNESDAY APRIL 17 ANYONE IS VVELCOME1 100 BA 7 30 PM
REACH-OUT
TO THE HOMELESS1
FIND OUT HOW
EVERY WEDNESDAY
7 30 200 MOSLEY

BG

W.H do typing $1 25 a page 352-3356 alter 6
pm

PERSONALS
• ' • JENNY HARRAMAN • ■ ■
Congrats on being elected UAA President tor
next year We're proud of you'
Love. Vour Roomies (AJA)
' DELTA SIGMA TMETA *
The Ladies of Zeta Pn< Beta Sorority Inc would
fcke to CONGRATULATE the NEOPHYTESof
Delta Sigma Thela Sorority Inc
* Sigma Kappa *
Courtney and Carol.
I am so happy to be starling a family witt the two
of you You are a terrific little and grand little I
am exerted tor all the good times we are going
to share
Love. Your B>g
ASAP
Alumni Sharing Afncan-American Paths
A Career Panel
Wednesday. April 17th. 7 00 p m.

Find out Wed April 17th
7 pm at Prout Chapel
Featuring Dr Bruce Edwards

2nd Floor. Student Services

LOST & FOUND
Found Ladtea watch m front o' Student Services BuMMig CalKeffy at 2-1 725 to identity
LOST black & white female cat 352-3577
LOST Dark purple suede coat. 3 15 from
Good Tymes Please relurn No questions
Laura 372-5310

Alpha Phi * Tina Streeter * Alpha Phi
Congratulations on your engagement to Phi Delta Theta Scon Packard Love. Your Alpha Phi
Sisters
Alpha Phi'' Moly McGuire ' * Alpha Phi
Congratulations on your pearling to Danny Kepler Love your Alpha Phi Sisters
Alpha Phi ■ Kim Schultheiss ■ Alpha Phi
Congratulations on your pearling to Joe Arnool
Miami University Love Your Alpha Phi Sisters

Danny's Type Write
Typewriter
Sales and Services
IBM Correcting
Selectrics Available
Featuring Student
Discounts
For Sales and Service Call

353-6692

ribbons and supplies

Are you interested m journafcsm'?
Do you want a |Ob after graduation'
Then you should apply lor
a tall staff position with
The BG News
Stop by 214 West Hall or caH

372-6966 for more information
Attention ail Campus Sisters, Campus Brothers, Adopt • A - Grandparent and Filling
Home Volunteers. The Executive board members of Volunteers in Progress invites you to a
VIP Recognition Picnic on Sunday. April 28.
1991 from 1 pm to 4 pm at Bowling Green City
Park The picnic wil take place rain or shine and
transportation is available to those m need
Please RSVP on the sign up sheet inside 405
Student Services by 5 pm Thursday April 25
AXO ' AXO * AXO * AXO ' AXO ' AXO " AXO
Congratulations lo Christy Lfghtfoot a new BG
Tour Guide' Way to go*
AXO " AXO ' AXO * AXO * AXO ' AXO ' AXO
AXO ' AXO * AXO ' AXO * AXO ■ AXO ■ AXO
Congratulations Lyn Fisher on being selected
as a University Performing Dancer1
Great Job'
AXO ■ AXO ■ AXO ' AXO ■ AXO * AXO * AXO

Babydo*.
Thanks for a great formal I'm glad we both decided to try again
Love. Woody
Cleveland Indians vs Boston Redsocks
Sat April 20
Bus Trip - Beer - Pop - Snacks
II interested cal Quarters Cale 353-8735

ElenalWhat?)You said.

Yes

I say WHEN"r'
Michael (Nothm)

Fall 1991 Leases Available
for

NEW
Columbia Courts
Apartments
3 bedroom furnished apartments

ft & Construction begins
Summer 1991 ■£■ ■&

or stop in our
1045 N. Main Location
Danny Cota... Technician

Continued from page 7.
and Paul Schultz, 3-*, 6-3,6-4.
"The Cincinnati loss was a bitter one," Orlando said. "We had
opportunities to pull out our
fourth &4 win of the season, but
we were unable to close out some
big matches."
Koehler, who was named MAC
Player of The Week for his endeavors at Miami and Cincinnati,
his good play to the
Kevin Cummings is a sports attributes
help of his teammates.
writer for the News.

as the no excessive celebration
rule?
Before I shut the old closet
door, let me throw one more
question your way.
...Does anyone miss the old
Houston Astros, LA Kings, and
Vancouver Canuck uniforms?
They were one of a kind classics.
SLAM! The closet is clean.

Alpha Phi '' Denise St'ouble ' * Alpha Phi
Congratulations on your pearling to Matt Karlovec Love your Alpha Phi sisters

PREGNANT'
We can help Free pregnancy tests and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center CaH 354 HOPE

Who Is CS. Lewis?

Tuesday, April 16, 1991

GOVERNMENT HOMES Irom $1
(U repair) Delinquent tax property
Ropossissions Your area(l) 805 962-8000
Ext GH-9849 for current repo list
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet
there anytime with AIRHITCH(r) for S229 from
Cleveland or Detroit $160 trom the East
Coast (As reported m NY rimes & Lets Go')
AIHHITCH(r) 21 2-864 2000
INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEE REFUNDS
MUST BE PICKED UP BY MAY 6 FINALS
WEEK THE OFFICE WILL ONLY BE OPEN 1 5
PM

Be fruitful and multiply so they say.
And many bamblnos will come your way.
So here's to Jlrouseft and Hennemeyer.
Cheers to a couple no finer!
Congratulations on your engagement!
Best Wishes, Kim. Tins, and Sandy
PHI BETA SIGMA
The ladies oi ZPB would like to congratulate our
brothers. Ihe Neophytes of PHI BETA SIGMA.
CONGRATULATIONS!
Love ya PBS.
ZEE - PHI"
BLUE PHI !H
Sigma Kappa * Beta * Sigma Kappa
Sigma Kappa Beta 500 coaches Steve Fisher
and Mike Chatlos thank you lor all ol your help
and patiences You guys are terrific1

CaH Pam 352-4915

Continued from page 7.
King and Monn. Cohen and Laurie Vetter then disposed of Wydysh and Marshack 6-3,6-1 and Keane and Bruder completed the
day with a 6-1,6-0 trouncing of Edmin and Pacellla.
"Carla and I played a close match. We should have won the
first set because we were up 3-0, but they came back," Wytysh
said. "Miami is fabulous, but honestly, we played well against
them."
The Falcons journey to Wright State on Wednesday before returning home to host Ball State on Friday and Western Michigan
on Sunday.

SUPERVISOR INTRAMURAL SPORTS FIRST
AID STAFF 1991-1992' MUST HAVE CURRENT ADVANCEO FIRST AID AND CPR AP
PLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN ROOM 108
SRC AND APE DUE APRIL 22

continued on pg. 10

TUESDAY'S
SPECIAL

a?

Jk

4?

Janey and Paco - ooh what a pair;
A life and a future they both will share.
Hey coach, your nurse doesn't cook.
But, Big Boys and yogurt
Is everywhere you look.

Spring In to Spring
with Mary Kay Cosmetics

NETTERS

%
%
%:
%

8 oz. New York Strip
Steak Dinner
\VI
,'iih Potato & Side Dish
Only $5.95
Sunday
Mow - Thurs
Friday

. . . .

12:00 -2:00 P.M.
11:30 - 1:30 P.M.
4:30 - 7:00 P.M.
11:30A.M. - 1:30P.M.

Located in Ihe University Union
Quantum go card accepted after 4 30 tor on-campus students
Quantum oo card accepted all da) foi off-campus students

Come Live with Us!
Summer & Fall
Preferred Properties
8th & High
Bowling Green, Ohio
Fox Run
Mini Mall
Haven House Manor
Small Bldgs.
Piedmont
Frontier Housing
Birchwood Place
Houses
Efficiencies, 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom - Furnished or Unfurnished,
Laundry facilities available
All rentals have full use of Cherrywood Health Spa
M-F 9:00-4:30
352-9378

Call 352-0717 for more information

available

WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION ELECTIONS
Deadline for Candidate Applications is Thursday,
April 18 to 5:O0 pm
Candidate Information Meeting is Sunday,
April 21 at 4:30 pm
Election, Sunday, April 21 at 5:30 pm
Applications available at 403 South Hall. More info at 372-2247

UPDATE

UPDATE

UPDATE

UPDATE

UPDATE

UPDATE

UPDATE

UPDATE

I (^ Wonts to Moke Vou $100 richer!
Enter you and your rommate in the
Roommate of the Year
Contest. Sign ups are
>
This
v
taking place now!
Wednesday &X
April 19 at 7pm
Thursday only! \
Grand Ballroom
Ketaca Indian Print
Sale
T-Shirt, buttons, and other
items that feature unique Indian designs.
Union Foyer, 10-4 both days.

Event hosted by
Dave Lochard,
winner of the 1991
comedy competition.
Come hear him
perform!
All

are
welcome.

Whenever you need money for pizza, books, or anything
else, you can get it day or night at OC MONEY CENTER machines
all over northwest Ohio. Or MONEY STATION machines across
the Midwest. Just use your OC MONEY CARD. It's safe, secure,
and free with any OC student checking or savings account. Come
see us and have a pizza... anytime.

OHIO CITIZENS BANK

OC Branch-735 S. Main St. • MONEY CENTER-434 E. Wooster
UPDATE

UPDATE

UPDATE

UPDATE

UPDATE

UPDATE

UPDATE

UPDATE

THE BG NEWS

Tuesday, April 16, 199)

Classifieds
Jen Headiey
Congratulations on your recant engagement to
Derek Parks We are very happy tor you and
wish only the hast of luck to you both
Love your room.es
Usa. Diane. 4 Marilyn

ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB
Zeta PN Beta is in the HOUSE"'
ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB
To my Sana Souboukle. Baby Tee ft K-Ntce its
been reel' I Love U'

250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed1
Private, coed, summer camp m Pocono Mountains. Northeastern Pennsylvania Lohikan. PO
Box 234BG. Kenirworth, NJ 07033 (908)

2700998
AIR A WATER QUALITY INDOORS
SECURE GROWTH INOUSTRY
Outstanding industrial commercial, residential
and agricultural indoor air and water purifiers
Unlimited income potential Ful or part-time
1 216-928-0880

Linda Ailing turned 23 last Tuesday. It's
more fun to stretch your birthday out for
awhile... Isn't M?
Love, your roomie, Wendy

ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB
AJ Ihe Zeta s in the house let me hear you say
Zee Phi'! Get ready the BRONZE is coming"

NEWSFLASH: APRIL 16,1X1

ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB ZPB
ZEE-PHI'
Thanks Mama Rochete tor all your help & support' love ya. your daughters

ATTENTION!
VCT and Graphic Design Ma)ora
Student Publications is now interviewing for
Production Assistants (or The BG News for Fa*
1991 Apply at Student Employment 460 Student Services Building

WANTED

CHRISTMAS. Spring Break, summer travel
FREE Air couriers needed and cruiseship jobs
Call t-805 682-7555Ext F 1658

AFTER BEING SHOT DOWN BY THE LOCAL
FEMALE PATRON, PAOOV Q. MURPHY WAS
THROWN OUT OF THE TEL AVIV BAR ON HIS
FACE, FOR PUBLIC INTOXICATION. WHEN
BEINQ QUESTIONED BY TEL AVIV POLICE.
PAOOV EXCLAIMED. "ALL I HAO TO DRINK
WAS FOUR TEABAOSI" AND PADDY RAN
OFF SINOINQ. "A-HOOVINO WE WILL 00. AHOOVINQ WE WILL GO!" WE LATER
CAUGHT UP WITH OLD PADDY SNEAKING
Oft STUMBLING WE SHOULD SAY, ABOARD
THE U.S.S. NIMITZ, BOUND FOR AMERICA.
WHILE PLAYING DECK BALL ABOARD THE
U.S.S. NIMITZ, PADDY O. MURPHY WAS AC
CIOENTLY THROWN OVERBOARD WHILE
DIVING FOR A LOOSE BALL.
AFTER FLOATING IN THE ATLANTIC FOR
SEVERAL DAYS, PADDY WAS FORTUNATELY RESCUED BY A NEW JERSEY
FLOUNDER FISHERMAN. STILL INTOXICATED. PADDY EXCLAIMED. "TAKE ME TO
KEENELANO." HOWEVER. THE NEW JERSEY FLOUNDER FISHERMAN DROPPED OUR
HERO OFF IN BUFFALO, NEW YORK INSTEAD, WHERE PADDY IMMEDIATELY YELLED, "I LOVE SCOTT NORWOOD"' PADDY
Q. MURPHY THEN HOPPED A TRAIN BOUND
FOR THE LOVELY LITTLE TOWN Of BOWL
INO GREEN. OHIO. HAVING THROWN DOWN
BEVERAGES FOR MUCH OF THE TRIP, PAOOV WAS EXTREMELY INEBRIATED WHEN
HE STAGGERED INTO HIS FRIENDS' HOUSE
AT 13a MANVILLE AVENUE
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON'S PADDY O. MURPHY
THE TRADITION CONTINUES...

t Roommate needed (or Summer In Fox Run
Apts Please call 3536265 Can leave mes"C*
1 lo 6 people lo rent 4 bd House lor summer
Great (ocabori with many advantages Call
372-1220
2 female rmts lor Spring 1992 Close to campus. CaN Kim or Beth $675 per semester. Call
354-6053
2 or 3 roommates lor summer and 1 roommate
(or Fa* Apt. very close to campus CHEAP'1
Ca» 352 2532 ft aaK (or Cindy
2 Roommates needed for 91-92 school yr Mi
Fox Run II interested please cal 353-8265
Can leave message
Earn extra money selling Quality all natural
products; can replace me need lor a conventional summer job Cal collect • Connie
074-9762 or Jim at 874-5478
Female summer subteaaer Own room and only
$300 (or entire summer Great Location Cal
Wendy 363-8043.
Female to sublease apartment (or Summer.
Great place, great deal, super roommates. Cal
352 7217
For summer-fan co-ops and others • Great deal
lor sublease in Spring 92 For info cal Keith at
354 5762
Male mrte wanted PerTyaburg • 2 bed apt
Own entrance $150/mo ptus one-half uttl
Ask (or Ray, 686-8977

UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS ADVISORY
BOARD APPLICATION DEADLINE EXTENDED
TO APRIL 19 AT 4 00 PM PICK UP APPLICATION IN 108 REC CENTER

Needed one female to sublease for Summer 2
bdrm, furnished apt on S Summit Cal
353-9156

ZETA PHI BETA
Congratulations to B S O E . the Neophytes ol
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc We love you1
KTFB.
Love your Sorors

Two or more to sublease apt for summer '91 at
University Village call Carrie or Nicole
364-8866

ZETA PHI BETA
Spec * Sue Rogers * Spec
I knew you could do it Sue" Now ZETA Is torever yours1
ZEE-PHISOROR'l'
KTFB
Your Spec.
Shelley

CHRISTMAS, SPRING BREAK, summer travel
FREE Air couriers needed and cruiseship fobs
Call 1-805 682 7555 ext F 1658
Gatekeeper/Cashier Seasonal Part-time positions open at Portage Quarry Rec Club for responsible individuals with strong math skats
Must be physically active & available to work
weekends A evenings Apply in person at
T-Sojuare Graphics. 121 S Mam St. BG.
Ohio Accepting applications through Friday
April 26
HOME TYPISTS PC USERS NEEDED'
$36,000 POTENTIAL' FOR DETAILS CALL
1-801-388-8242 EXT C2593 24 HOURS
LIFEGUARDS
Positions available at large apartment property
lor 1991 season Exp and certification required Apply in person 9-5 Fox Chase Apartments. 7300 Nightingale Dr. Hoaand. Ohio
Lifeguards Wanted
Seasonal work available al Portage Quarry Rec
Club Must bring current Red Croaa certification
card Apply in person si T Square Graphics,
121 S Mam SI. BG.Ohto Acceptirig appacalions through Friday. April 26.
Shi looking for a summer mb?
LHeguard. Swim Instructor 6 Youth Fun 6
Fitness Leader positions are available at the
Student Recreation Center Call Scott at
2-7477 or Lauren at 2 7482
SUMMER
Tops m Pennsylvania girls csmp need counselors m WSI. Tennis. Arts and Cmfts/Cenwntcs.
Soccer Coach, technical theatre asst, gymnasttcs. piano Upper classmen proffered Cal Arlene ASAP 1 -800-443-6428
Summer Jobs'

Two to Four people needed to take over year
lease at University Village Starting 8/91 cal Nicole or Came at 354-8856

Ufeguards. registration clerks, etc Cal now'
1-800-344-9644 Jeilystone Camp Resort 10
m.ns from Sea World. Aurora. Ohio (sorry, no
living accomodations available )

HELP WANTED

SUMMER WORK
$7.26 TO START
Vector Marketing will be on campus Weds .
April 17th from 11 -3 m the Canal Room of the
Student Union

Drivers needed
The China Restaurant
352-8230

' Co-ops available
' No experience nee training provided
" Openings slate-wide
(cal for location nearest you)
* May work part-time during school

CHARLESTOWN and
MID AM MANOR

Call if unable to apply m person
1 382-1060

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats. 4wheaWrs.
motorhomes. by FBI. IRS. DEA. Avariable your
area now Can 1-605-682-7555 Ext C 2604

A/e you interested In journalism?
Do you want a (Ob after graduation7
Then you should apply for
a Id staff position with
The BO News
Stop by 214 West Hal or call
372-6966 for more Informellon

Tascam Ports 05 4 Track Recorder (Home recording studto) $300 Yamaha Drum Machine
$200 (negotiable) 352-5803 Must se«

FOR RENT

waitresses Needed - part time Days, Evenings.
a Weekends Apply between 2 -4 Mon thru Fir
Efca Club 200 Campoel Hal Rd.
WORKERS NEEDED IN KUWAIT
WE HAVE EMPLOYER INFO
FOR LIST SEND $9 99 TO
HIM ENTERPRISES
PO BOX 252 CAREY. OHIO 43316
Would you like to reach your potential? Would
you Ike to get paid wef lor a rob wel done? EBSCO Telephone Service la now looking for International Telemarketing Representatives We
welcome undergraduates and graduates to become a part of our success story We offer flexUfl scheduling for weekend and evening work
Guaranteed hourly wages and generous commissions whas learning a marketable skil In
temahipeandCc-opeavatable 113N Mam SI
next to David's Dei

'74 Yamaha needs work i runs good. Call
352-1629
85 HonOi Nghl Hnvvt- 450 3 7(H) miles like
new Call 352-6496
i960 Honda 750 CB Custom Excellent condition Must sel W* accept any reasonable
offer Cal 354-4740.
Sentra

5-spd.

010 Renters
NICEST APTS in B G
4unrralefl 850ScottHemdfon
2 blm from campus Modem, furnierted. 2 BR
units, new carpeting laundry facd . A.C.. reeervad parking. Ma* 4 pars /unit No pets. 9 mo.
lease $060.00/mo. 12 mo. lease
$596 OO.'mo
Phone 287-4255 or
287 3233

Apia . Duplexes and
Houses avatable
Professional management
NEWLOVE RENTALS
Our ONLY office
328 South Msln, 352-5620

1 or 2 bedroom, furnished apts avassbla tor
fall Close to campus and downtown UWiee
included In rent sSvang at $440. Limit of 2 per
apartment Call 353-6982 and leevemeaaage

cruise,

as*.

2 ibM PC computers
Priced lo ael.
Call Ken CuSt at 362-1520

1 or 2 people needed lo sublet house on
Clough St for summer 1001. Close to campua
$131 mo Cail352-842Q
2 BDRM APTS-FURN & UNFURN
Near Harhsman Free heat & cable TV
9-12 or Summer lea Rate-Info sheets
avail front desk Best Western Falcon
Plaza Motel (across from Harsnman)
3 bedroom house lor rent 3 person. 12 month
lease Available August 352-7454
4 bedroom S 2 bedroom house
Located between campus A downtown near
CourtHouae Available this summer, fal a
spring Cal 823-5661

27 Inch Mryata touring bike, with racks $200
Also 100 sheets RC photo paper $25 Cal
352-6072 evenings
FOR SALE
Trek Mountain Bate One year old Excelent
condition White with neon green lettering Cal
354-1394 after 7 pm

704 5th St

FumHure must go now! (
2 piaces for $70
Great condition a very comfortable
Call 362-3401 after 6 00 pm

352-3445

One & two bdrm Furn apts available for 1001
• 1002 or eummer, 0 & 12 month teases Cal
352-4966

Hours 9 • 9. local owner

A tew good tennants needed
Ml. Vemon Apertments, 802 6th St
2 Bed. Furnished. Dishwashers. Paid Unities
Call Gary at 363-7934

IS IT TRUE JEEPS FOR $44
THROUGH THE U.S. GOVT?
CALL FOR FACTS'
504-640-5745 EXT S-5072
MUST SELL
4 Sansui speakers Excel condition. 2 max input power 800w. 2 m i p 80 W AJ 4 ol them
for $250 Can also be sold separately in two
pairs Cal 354 5741.ask lorNick
SEIZED CARS, trucks boats. 4 wheelers
molorhomes. by FBI. IRS. DEA Available in
your area now Can 1 805-682 7555 Ext
C-2804

NEWLOVE RENTALS
Our ONLY office:
32B South Main, 3S2-5620
Carty Rentals - 2 bdrm spts for 2.3.4 or 5
students For Fall or Summer. Also rooms avail Very near campus New Ratss Available!

Call 353 0325
CATCH THAT SUMMER FEELING!
Summer Apts
at
Super Rates'
RE MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad

352-4380

by Chuck Bost

Entropy -

Ready to settle down in quieter surroundings'?
710 Seventh St 2 bedroom unfum heat a AC
paid 352-3445
Seniors & Grads
803-81 5 8th St
Only a few left for Summer * Fall
2 bdrm . gas heat. AC. spacious
0 1/2a12mo lain
Laundry, private parking
JAY-MAR APTS.

354-8036
SUMMER RENTALS very close to campus Apt
S Houses
Inexpensive Carty Rentals
352-7365
SUMMER SUBLEASE
2 bedroom apt Quiet Air Condition $340 A
util whole summer (per person) 353 9040
Two bedroom furnished apartment free HBO
Newtove Rentals 352-5620. 724 6th St
UNIVERSITY COURTS
1 A 2 Bdrm Apta * 12 month leases

Call 352-0164
Manv*eBarandGr.r
Attention • 149 Manvile needs one female subleaser for Summer 1001 Great location and a
tun house CHEAP' Call 354-6831 anytime

R
Every TMrsliv Is lamin llihtl

Quiet. 1 story apta 1 & 2 bedroom available
Good rates CaM 353 7600. after 5 00pm

352-9302

Best
Picture
of the
Year!
Tonite
At: 7:30

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning.
Contact: Resident Manager
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.

One & Two Bfl furn. apts. 0 & 12 mo and aummer leases avail S a V Rentals 500 Unman
(next tobua station) 352-7454

RE MANAGEMENT
113 Raaroad Si
now open
SUNDAYS 10-2
lor your convenience
For more Info, on Fal and Summer rentals Cal
352-8302

Apts . Duplexes and
Houses available
(or Summer and Fall
Professional management

Great car for sale 1080 Toyota Craaakta
$2600 Vi-ry low in^ Call 353-3010

Heed an apt lor summer or fai?
WE HAVE NEARLY 600 UNITS I
Furnished or unfurnished apts
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE HEAL ESTATE
at 354-2280 or 319 E Wooster
(across from Taco Bel)
to pick up our Hating A apeak
with our tnendry staff
Needed SuMeaaera
Lrg. apt w/low utilities Partlaly furnish, patio a
backyard Two blocks from campua. rent nag
Can Jim or Matt 354-6677

2 bedroom, completely turn
Microwave. ACS laundry facH
2,3. 4 person rates

For Sale. Lap top portable computer. Great
Software included Only $500'Cal372-4174
FOR SALE Computer Stand, couch, croeabow. OH Skis, file cabinet, pots/pans, etc Cal
3546460.

1614102
Large efficiency does to campus 443 N Enterprise Apt. C. $285/mo., 12 mo. lease Cal
Cans 1 -433-4474

HOWLING GIIIXN • UJ-IJM

Within walking distance to campus for
summer 1991 and 1991 - 92 school year.

HAVEN'T FOUND
THAT "RIOHT"
PLACE VET?
Chech out R E Management
We have eff . 1 ft 2
bdrm units
aval for Fal 1981
Bring in this ad a get
$100 00 off
your first mos rent on
any new fal lease signed
between 4/16/81 » 4/30/81
one coupon par lease
HE MANAGEMENT
113 RAILROAD ST.

1 bdrm turn apt for subts August 1991-May
1092. Nice apt. al uW pd except else Only
$165 mo per person Donna. 352-5772

fclA-ZEL THEATRE

APARTMENTS

D a G RENTALS • Close lo Cempus
2 Bfl upper rear apt Newfy remodeled kitchen
Stove a refrtg Max occupancy 2 people
Plenty of parking No pets Avsasble May
1981
12 mo lease $385 00/mo Ptl
287-42S5 or 287-3233

1 or 2 people needed to sublet house for fa*
91 spring '92 1024 E Wooster $1200 per
semester Call Kns 372-1602 leave a messsge

FOR SALE

1086 Nissan
3538227

Cute I bdrm apt doss to campus 443 N Enterprise Apt A S340'mo 12 mo lease Cal
Carle at 1 433-4474

N
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Saturday, April 27
8 p.m. • Kobacker Hall
Moore Center • Bowling Green State University

a
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UniGraphics
211 West Hall

t?

O £ « O

To reserve tickets, call 419/372-8171

•s

Sponsored by Iho College ol Musical Arts, Ethnic Studies. Office of Residence
Services, Office of Alumni Affairs and University Activities Organization
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Tickets: $9. $7, $5 (Students receive a $2 discount)
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Tuxedo Rental & Dry Cleaning Services
Jeans • N - Things
531 Ridge St
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372-7418

Fatman*»NC> OO C-rN' DG- RU^l CFF
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-by John Bolssy
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MCU.O JOOO

To provide quality, professional
resume service to the University
community at a reasonable price,
plus a $2.00 discount.'

OBIECTIVE:

PAflt^cr-. nE .-*Hx_)Ot
■n-eN vou'uSroMe- nerwo
rooLNEss. aoT wet'fiie
ClTV INfTO TV^J AP«=»eti*c:.-.irMC» r»CTCO

t>icrr.,TW.T

WIM_ TEAC-r
<■*! iyi|
AT" ME/ NOT
TViaX AiO.
CVCisu F*T.. 4,
Se.7-

TM£M TO

^

PROFESSIONAL
QUALIFICATIONS: Ability to take typewritten copy or
diskettes and produce the sharpest-type
resumes available in Bowling Green.
Currently support MSWord, MacWrite,
MultiMate, Word Perfect. Some disk
conversion possible.

5:15

by J.A. Holmgren

PROOFER
KNEADED
• • •

UniGraphics
is in need of a proofreader
for Fall Semester 1991.
Applicants must have at
least a 3.0 GPA and a

REFERENCES:
•vr,.,.

I I.

Your well-above-average roommate
who has already had one done here.

letter of recommendation
from an English, Technical
Writing, or Journalism
professor. Apply at Student

1

Bring in this ad for a $2.00 discount.
Offer expires August 10,1991.

Employment, 460 Student
Services Building.

